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The New Look to 
Power Distribution

The right combination 
for every application 



Available in a single gang

to a five gang model,

AMAXX non-metallic

enclosure and module

plates are molded

with GE Valox thermo-

plastic material and

are rated NEMA 4X.

Units can be ganged

together or used 

individually, with

each box being

hinged for easy

access to interior

components for

quick installation.

You can order 

AMAXX fully wired 

or as a kit—choose

from several of our 

standard module options,

or order blank plates for

field installed components. 

With AMAXX, the 
possibilities are endless.

One solution for every
application

Create a custom power 

distribution center with

AMAXX by MENNEKES; 

a new and innovative

enclosure system. 

No matter your 

application or situation,

AMAXX offers just the

right ‘plug and play’ 

solution, letting you 

customize quickly 

and easily with 

maximum flexibility.

AMAXX greatly

reduces the time 

and cost to assemble, 

mount and fulfill your

power distribution

application—and 

gives you the freedom

and versatility you’re

looking for.  Start with a blank enclosure.  
You can choose from a one 
to five gang unit. 

Each section measures 
approximately 5” x 9” x 7”.

Switched and Interlocked 
Receptacle Module

Need several switched receptacles 
but have limited space? This is an ideal
choice. 20A, 30A and 60A with 3, 4, or 
5 wire IEC 60309 receptacles installed.

Overcurrent Protection Module

Safety first—this window-access
module offers circuit breakers or 
fusing to protect your equipment 
and your personnel.

GFCI Module

Designed for portable equipment 
needs often required in environments
such as factories and plants.

IEC 60309 Receptacle Modules

If you need to mix and match different
receptacle combinations, then this is 
the solution for you. All 20A, 30A and 
60A with 3, 4 or 5 wire IEC 60309
configurations are available.

20A, 30A and 60A

Blank Module

The blank plate option offers unlimited
design flexibility. 
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Select from these standard options or consult 
with our AMAXX team for a customized solution.

The end result?
A fully customized power

distribution center.

Generous wiring space and hinged access

60A Switched and 
Interlocked Receptacle with 

Convenience Outlet

20A – 60A Motor Disconnects

Install multiple motor disconnects 
in one enclosure; switches 
rated 5-20HP.
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To see our complete line of products, log onto:  www.MENNEKES.com

A New Concept in Power Distribution

Go Configure!
With AMAXX®, the choice is all yours. 

Choose from 5 enclosure sizes to create your own customized power distribution center.
Combining several components into one box will save you both time and money, 

and reduce the space needed for multiple installations. 
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Call (800) 882-7584 to
request our catalog.




